
 

Luther College Strengths Program 2018-2019 

Dear Mick (‘59) and Sandy Lee, 

I share the following update with immense gratitude to you for making everything you are about 

to read possible through your gift. I feel privileged to carry out this valuable work and bring 

greater self-awareness, engagement, and confidence to the students, staff and faculty on 

Luther’s campus. Several times a week I witness individuals and groups unwrapping the gifts 

they have always had inside them, but are discovering for the first time. There is such great 

momentum on campus that requests for workshops, individual coaching, and classroom 

sessions are coming directly to us rather than us seeking them out. I’m proud of where Strengths 

Programming has taken the campus up to this point and excited for its continued growth and 

integration into campus life.  

Miriam Skrade (’04), Strengths Program Coordinator 

Summer 2018 

The Gallup Strengths Summit was held in July in Omaha and offered 

tremendous keynote speakers and breakout sessions. I gleaned several 

ideas that I implemented this year at Luther. Prior to the actual summit, I 

completed the accelerated strengths training course and became a 

Certified Strengths Coach for Luther College! Our instructors were 

phenomenal and my classmates were all in education or faith capacities 

which helped to expand my network of fellow strengths coaches.  

 



 

 

Fall 2018 

*The required Health 100 course, most of whom are first-year 

students, expanded their Strengths segment to a full ninety 

minutes focused on awareness, exploration and application. 

We also added Strengths open hours in the Career Center. 

Students can stop by our office and discuss their personal 

Strengths, ask questions, and begin to deepen their 

understanding of how their Strengths tie in to their everyday 

life. The Health 100 Strengths presentation includes students 

sharing stories of when they have been at their best, gaining 

insight to how their innate gifts show up in those stories, and 

helping students apply their Strengths to their wellness goals. 

We do a mix of pair-share, lecture, self-reflection, and group 

discussion. We also take time to identify the students top five 

values through a value sort activity and connect how they can 

use their top five Strengths to help cultivate their top five 

values.  

“Strengths has been a great tool for Health 100 to support students in and out of the classroom 

through exploring how they can use their strengths and relate them to health, well-being, and their 

life while at Luther” -Chandra Jennings ‘08, Director of Nena Amundson Lifetime Wellness 

Program 

*The Career Center staff and I revised our ‘Don’t Cancel 

Class’ offerings for faculty and added Strengths 

presentations. As a result, the Strengths Program was 

invited into three Religion 101 sections to implement an 

‘Effective Team Dynamics’ framework that helps students 

learn the skills to work effectively in groups. Students write 

out the things they ‘Hate’ and the things they ‘Bring’ from 

the strengths theme dynamics cards. The groups develop a 

team contract from those statements in order to celebrate 

and nurture each group member. [You can explore the 

‘Effective Team Dynamics’ app on your phone.] 

*The Career Center team and I taught the General Studies 100 class of first-year TRIO 

students. Together we developed a collaborative approach that tied together career exploration, 

networking, experiential learning, interview preparation, self-discovery, and discussed with 

students  how they could use this knowledge and these skills to reach their full potential. We felt 

really proud of the delivery and it was well received by the students and their instructor.  

  

 



 

*Workshop requests came throughout the semester from Hall 

Directors, the Student Activities Executive Board, and the 

Parents Council. My goal for my brief time with the Hall 

Directors was to share tools and resources with them so it can 

filter down to RA’s and then to general students over the course 

of the year. With the SAC Exec Board I had them coach one 

another on storytelling and interview preparation. Trish 

Neubauer, their director, gave high praise for engaging them at 

a deep level right from the start of our session. She felt they had 

the opportunity to gain a lot from this approach. We 

introduced strengths to the Parents Council members this fall, provided them all codes, and 

intended to share more about the program and its impact when parents came to campus on 

March 2nd
, but it was cancelled.  

*Catalyze is a new initiative on campus to reach first-generation and under-represented 

students. They sponsored an all-student workshop series and we volunteered to be one of the 

topics. It was a fun challenge to present and provide tools to such a wide array of ages and help 

them gain awareness around strengths. The feedback was positive and several students set up 

follow up Strengths coaching appointments. The Catalyze Mentors also requested codes for their 

mentees in order to incorporate that into their coaching and advising with them.  

*Interview Preparation continues to be an area that meets a high need. Taking a student 

from ‘I’m not sure what I have to offer’ to ‘I’m exactly what this position needs’ is such a joy. The 

students light up when they discover the tremendous gifts that 

have always been inside them and are able to draw out the 

stories demonstrating those gifts in action.  

“As I prepare for graduate school, knowing my Strengths helps 

me understand my unique identity as an individual, leader, 

and as a future social worker. It’s increased my awareness of 

the different skills I use to empower others as well. As I prepare 

for graduate school, it has supported me in writing my 

personal statement and choosing the right words for my 

resume.” Sthela Hanitrinirina ‘19  

 

“Knowing my Strengths in job interview situations has helped 

remind me of noteworthy things I’ve done and that may be of value 

to a potential employer.” Nate Parsons ‘19  

  

 



 

*Men’s Tennis Team gathered to take a deeper dive into their understanding of self and then 

how that relates to teammates. We divided them up by year in school as those are the teammates 

they tend to spend the most time with. At the end, they presented their ‘class contracts’ to the 

whole group to bring the team together.  

“In a team setting, hearing the strengths of my teammates has 

made it easier for me to understand their intentions and reasoning behind their behavior both 

on and off the tennis court.” Nate Parsons ‘19, men’s tennis player 

  

 



 

Spring 2019 

This spring was packed full with workshops and 

classroom presentations. Religion 101: Intro to the 

Bible invited Strengths back for another ‘Effective Team 

Dynamics’ session. The same professor asked us to come 

to her Religion 212: Sex and the Bible and Qur’an 

so we did a similar workshop for those older students. 

“The Strengths Program gives students valuable tools 

for understanding differences in personality, 

preferences, and work habits among group members. 

Our Religion students have improved communication with one another and bring a more 

positive attitude to their work together. I highly recommend these tools as a way of helping 

students grow in self-awareness and in their skills of collaboration.” Julie Lillis, Visiting 

Assistant Professor of Religion 

*Men’s Soccer. Athletic team workshops grew in popularity. It 

started with men’s tennis and then expanded to men’s soccer 

and women’s tennis. Women’s soccer plans to have us for a 

series of workshop during their August preseason training. We 

do a lot with self-discovery, leading to story-telling (who I am 

and describing that to teammates and coaches). That opens the 

door for them to bring their best to the various needs of the 

group, recognizing each person is valued, and lastly how they 

can work even more effectively with teammates and coaches. 

We started with the soccer leadership council and that council presented and facilitated the 

learning to the rest of the team on Friday evenings. A powerful model to scale up strengths on 

campus!  

“Strengths allowed me to gain a better self awareness of my own unique contributions and 

understand my teammates to a deeper extent than before. I learned why certain people act the 

way they do and what roles they typically thrive in.” Jake Muhlbauer ‘22, soccer player 

“The Strengths Program has been integral to the development for our men’s soccer leadership 

council. The players have gained confidence and awareness of their own leadership qualities 

and have learned about the inner workings of their teammates—strengthening our team and 

soccer program as a whole.” Chris Garcia-Prats, Head Men’s Soccer Coach and Assistant 

Athletic Director 

  

 



 

*Strengths Bulletin Board Poster was put together to display and celebrate the wonderful 

Strengths conversations happening around campus. It featured a campus map with highlighted 

buildings and testimonies from five students and five staff/faculty members that engaged with 

Strengths this year. 

 

 

  

 



 

*Health 100 will have their ninety-minute presentations to culminate both seven-week terms. 

Chandra Jennings continues to appreciate the Strengths education we provide to her students, 

connecting it to the various wellness dimensions she teaches in her course. The students are 

guided to set wellness goals by leaning on their natural talents and gifts. 

"I was first introduced to the Strengths Program in my first health class at Luther. I wish I had 

done this program earlier during my high school days as I could have represented myself 

better to Luther. I believe Strengths really helps remind me of my abilities. Positivity helps me 

give a 100% in every activity of the day. 

I use Responsibility and Includer in my 

job as an RA. Knowing my strengths has 

helped me be focused, embrace the day 

and stay happy." Sakchham Karki ‘21 

*General Studies 110 invited Strengths 

to help our most “at-risk” students learn 

more about themselves. Our hope is that 

by drawing upon their natural talents and 

gifts, which includes how they most 

naturally think and problem-solve, they 

can develop effective and individualized 

college success strategies.  

*International Studies 230 had Strengths and Career Center services visit their class three 

times during the spring semester. Students identified opportunities in their field of interest and 

researched themes/area of the world they would be interested in exploring and engaging with in 

the future. By gaining insight into their Strengths, these students were better able to anticipate 

what excited or hindered the potential avenues they chose to explore. We also had a sessions 

dedicated to nurturing and using their Strengths when traveling abroad. Professor Christman 

and I agree that Strengths workshops pre and post study away experiences could really benefit 

our students. “I did not expect to love Strengths, but it has been extremely helpful in terms of 

encouraging our 

International Studies 

students to think about who 

they are and how they 

might use this degree as 

they find their place in the 

world. It's a tool of 

inclusive pedagogy as well 

as a vehicle for 

introspection and reflection 

about life. I would 

encourage everyone to give 

it a try!” Victoria 

Christman, Associate 

Professor of History 

 



 

*Women’s Tennis Team as well as a combined Men’s and Women’s Tennis Teams  

workshops both took place this spring. The women’s workshop followed the same format as the 

men did separately in the fall. When we combined the two groups we reflected on our team 

contracts and made needed adjustments. Next, we reflected on our responsibilities as 

student-athletes at Luther and what gifts each person brings to help them enjoy and thrive in 

those tasks.  

 

 

*Environmental Studies 250: Sustainability, Systems, and Solutions incorporated 

Strengths into their classroom discussions around problem-based skill-building, exploring their 

strengths and how they fit into making change in environmental systems, and what future 

careers that may lend themselves to pursue in the future.  

“As a professor I have come to embrace Strengths as a great way for environmental studies 

students to explore the unique roles and contributions they might make as change makers in 

environmental systems!” Rachel Brummel, Assistant Professor of Environmental 

Studies/Political Science 

“I can really see a difference in how we conduct discussion and classroom behavior based on 

our Strengths Team Contract, and it brings an element of respect to everyone's diverse 

learning styles. Individually, strengths has impacted how I advocate for myself in job 

interviews by equipping me with tools to communicate attributes that I bring to a team.” Piper 

Wood ‘21, Peace Scholar 

 



 

*Wellness Lunch and Learn. The Wellness Director invited me for a faculty and staff 

strengths presentation around this year’s theme of Connect More, Thrive More. I gave them a 

brief update on what the Strengths Program is currently doing on campus and then dove into 

the activity. The reflection activity is 

called ‘What You Do’. You write your 

10 most recurring tasks and 

responsibilities, then you rank them 

in order of importance. Next you star 

four you do best, circle four you 

enjoy the most, and then write 

potential strengths at play for that 

particular task. I encouraged them to 

share their reflections with their 

supervisors to foster deeper 

understanding, appreciation, and 

engagement in their particular role. 

*Financial Services requested a staff workshop with the goals of improving employee 

relations and engagement. Being able to offer more Strengths development to staff 

is an area we could scale up. The Strengths resources and conversations have the 

potential to reduce turnover, improve productivity, and enhance positive 

interactions with students and other staff members. I’ve started conversations with 

the career center staff about the idea of a second part-time Strengths position being 

housed in Human Resources and focusing on faculty and staff Strengths initiatives.  

*Dance 360 was a dynamic workshop! One of my main critiques of the Strengths 

workshops up to this point is that participants are mostly sitting. My graduate 

degree in exercise psychology affirmed that getting people up and moving fosters 

enhanced enjoyment, motivation, and comprehension. I was able to collaborate 

with Prof Hawley on how we could do that first with her Dance Composition 

students. I met with the class three times and the outcome was stunning!  

 

 

 



 

Other News 

*We are fortunate through the endowment to be able to hire 

two Strengths Assistants to support the Strengths 

Program. For 2018-2019 we welcomed Becca Buse ‘19 back to 

our office. She was a Strengths Assistant for the 2016-2017 

year with Ann Landstrom. During my first year in the position 

Becca was in Nottingham. We were thrilled she agreed to 

come back for her senior year and she does an excellent job as 

a Strengths evangelist. Lauren Summers ’20 was in a similar 

scenario. She worked in the office my first year (2017-2018). 

This year she was in Rochester for nursing clinicals. When she 

expressed a desire to continue as a Strengths Assistant her senior year I decided to hire a 

sophomore male who would work one year with Becca, one year with Lauren, and then perhaps 

stay a third year to help mentor the new assistant. Ross Gentry ‘21 has been an eager and 

enthusiastic hire and has blended in beautifully with both Becca and Lauren.  

*Social Media Presence has steadily grown since August 2017. We’ve added 128 new 

facebook followers and are up to 165 followers on instagram. We’ve made 66 instagram and 133 

facebook posts which are each ‘reaching’ an average of 100 people. We’d encourage you to see 

what’s been shared!  

*Planning for the launch of Strengths on the Luther webpage is underway. We hope to 

launch by August 2019. I’ve had Luther’s photo bureau take professional photos at recent 

workshops and presentations in preparation.  

*Two areas of campus are helping to scale up the reach of strengths on campus. First is with the 

Director of Residence Life. Their department is including strengths as they interview new 

residence assistants (RAs), as they train Hall Directors and RAs, and also in the ongoing 

conversations RAs have with their residents. I hope to provide them with added resources to aid 

them in this process. The second area is Work Study. A reflection survey went out to all work 

study students that asked them to reflect on how they are currently using their strengths in their 

work and how they could use them more. I will be representing the career center on the work 

study task force this fall. My hope is to hold trainings for supervisors on campus about the 

power of strengths and how they can use it to facilitate dialogue with their student workers.  

*I intend to check in with the faculty member coordinating Luther’s new Leadership Minor 

curriculum, as well as meet with the faculty currently formulating a potential Counseling 

Minor. I see both of these programs benefiting from incorporating Strengths into the course 

materials.  

*We’ve spoken with the Nursing Department as well as the Interim Director of the Rochester 

Hub about traveling to Rochester, MN Fall 2019 to host a strength’s workshop for those 

students away from campus. This will offer those students support and connection back to 

campus and back to self. 

 

 


